Introduction
Face detection is a challenging task because of the variability in image. Most of the recent research focus on appearance based methods. They try to capture the representative variability of the facial appearance based on learned templates from the set of training images. In particular. SNoW (Sparse Network of Winnows) [1] and SVM (Support Vector Machine) [2] based methods have gained great interests in this area.
The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of the variations in different factors on SNoW and SVM based face detection techniques. These factors include combinations of tralining set. pixel transitions in sliding window. pre-processing methods, and bootstrapping in niegative training patterns. Standard and representative tramiing images as well as test sets were used for experiments. Before the real training and test execution, a series of pre-processing was performed on both the face training examples and non-face images, includinig cropping. scaling, rotation, masking, lighting correction, and histogram equalization. In case of nonface images. bootstrapping algorithm was used to obtain a significant and representative set of negative training set. The face and non-face image databases were used in training SNoW and SVM based face detector. The resulting classifiers were then utilized in detecting faces from the standardized test set and performance metrics are measured. To further enhance detection results heuristic rules were employed for post-processing. Functional face detection systems are built to perform controlled experimental validation.
NLumerical results are collected and analyzed. The generated face examnples can then be processed further by using image pre-processing methods. Three pre-processing methods can be performed for the normalization. Mask filter is used to remove some pixels close to the boundary of the window pattern. A 19xM9 binary pixel mask filter is used in this paper, to zero-out some near-boundary pixel of each example pattem-i. Illumination grtadient correction equalizes the intensity values across the window. Histograim equalization adjusts and comiipensates for image effects due to changes in illumination brightness and differences in camera response curves.
To generate a non-face training set, after each training session, non-faces incorrectly detected as faces can be placed in the training set for the next session. This bootstrap method [3] overcomes the problems of using a huge set of non-face images in the training set.~~~~~r [7] . and MIT (face and non-face) [8] . Different pre-processing operations were made on the five training sets. Histogram equalization was performed to every image set after the pre-processing. For the original AT&T and UTMIST face training sets, every image was scaled into standard size of 19x19 pixels by bicubic resampling. For the original Yale face set, every image was cropped to arbitrary size where only the face is included. Then it was scaled to standard size of 19x19 pixels by bicubic resampling.
Each image from the processed training sets (AT&T, UMIST, and Yale) was further transformiied to generate nine more faces, by subjecting the image to a series of operations. First four boundaries of the imiage (top, bottom, left, right) were extended by four pixels. Image size was 27x27 after extending the border. Second, image was randomly rotated by an angle of up to ±150. Next, image was scaled to a size between 80% and 120% ranidomly. Finally, image was cropped to the standard size of 19x19.
For the original CMUJ training face set size of every image is 48x48. We processed the images by scaling. rotation, and cropping, and finally scaling back to size 19x19. The procedure was done for ten times, thus ten images are generated from every image. For non-face images, MIT set contains 4548 cropped 19x19 nonface images. Border extending. rotating, scaling and cropping were performed to create ten images for every image of this set.
After the operations on the training sets, SNoW based detector was trained with the following training sets: CMUJ (192 face images), CMU+AT&T+ UMIST+Yale (1232 face images), AT&T+UMIST (975 face images), AT&T+UIMIST+Yale (1040 face images), MIT (4548 non-face images). SVM based detector was trained with the following two training sets: MIT (2429 face and 4548 non-face images) and AT&T+UMIST+Yale (best combination for SNoW). In addition, bootstrapping algorithm was used in SVM detector to grow non-face training sets.
CMU Test Set 1 was used as the test set in the experiments. This test set contained 129 images with a total of 507 frontal faces, among which nine artificially created images were discarded from the test set because they were created by handwriting or contain cartoons. Altogether, 120 images with a total of 488 faces were tested. CMU Test Set 1 also includes ground truth data for the description of the correct position of each face in each image. The ground truth data of every image conitains the positions of all the six features of each face, i.e. left eye, right eye, nose, left corner mouth, center moutlh and right mouth.
Evaluation procedure
At first, various face image databases were preprocessed and variously combined for training. Table 1 gives the results for SNoW based detection. The numbers for detection rates and Fmeasures are in percent. The results show that different training sets play a crucial role on the result of face detection both in detection rates and false positive rates. The best result was obtained by using the combination of AT&T, UMIST and Yale. One interesting observation is that the largest training set did not necessarily lead to best results. The addition of CMU training set degraded the performance.
In case of subsampling. the results show that different sliding window methods greatly affected the detection performance both in detection rate and false positive. By skipping one pixel time can be saved and false detections decreased, but at the same time true detection rates decreased as well. For the effect of training set pre-processing on the experimeent results, in the case where only face set was pre-processed. the detection rates were much higher than in the other two cases, but the false positive rates were too high to be applicable. This indicates that the best results can be obtained when both face and non-face set are preprocessed before training. SNoW based detector trained with MIT face and nonface sets could hardly detect any faces from the CMU 'Vest Set 1. As for SVM based detector, using exactly the same training set the CDR is 68%. which is much higher than that of SNoW.
Since in the SNoW based detection rotation and scaling operations on training sets improved face detection rate significantly. it is worth studying their effect also on the SVM detector. MIT face and nonface databases were used as the training sets, while test set is again CMUJ Test Set 1. From Table 2 it is obvious that the rotation and scaling of test sets actually decreasd face detection rates. So rotation and scaling processing were suitable to SNoW, but do not seem to work well for SVM. This means that the processing operations performed on training sets have varying effects on the detection methods adopted. Table 2 also shows that the effect of bootstrapping algorithm was dramatically positive: the face detection rates were slightly decreased, while false positives were significantly decreased. Table 2 shows that pre-processing the training set only with illumination gradient correction (i.e., lighting correction) led to better face detection rate than without lighting correction. However at the same time, lighting correction produced more false positives. 
